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BEGIN TAPE SIDE

WHERE WERE YOU BORN

Well my full name is Susanne Kalter Dewitt Kalter is my

maiden name and was born in Munich in Germany in 1934

Noveither 1934 and live in Berkeley California.

OKAY BEING BORN IN 1934 THE HITLER REGIME HAD ALREADY

BEGUN AT THE TIME YOU WERE BORN. WHY DONT YOU TELL US THE

SITUATION WITH YOUR FAMILY WHAT YOUR FATHER DID AND YOUR

MOTHER AND THEIR GENERAL STATION IN LIFE IN MUNICH SORT OF

SET THE SCENE FOR US ABOUT THE TIME YOU WERE BORN.

Well of course as you know 1934 was already the Hitler

era in Germany the Nazi era and Munich was one of the

focal points of Hitler for Nazi activity. It had profound

effect on my family in very practical everyday ways.

My father was physician medical doctor. He was

born in 1894 believe in August 1984 and he became

doctor. As consequence of his being Jewish he was not

allowed to practice medicine in the general sense because

Jews were excluded from the Kantenkasset. The

Kantenkasset is essentially the equivalent to the Social

Security payment system. And because Jews couldnt belong

he couldnt get paid. So although he was practicing

physician he wasnt able to collect any fees. And so this

was one of the Catch-22 ways of dealing with Jewish
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professionals.

As consequence of that he wasnt able to have

proper employment. He originally teamed up with Gentile

doctor and took on some of his case load and of course was

very exploited. He got naturally the difficult cases the

middle-of-the-night cases and sometimes got paid and

sometimes didnt get paid as part of the case load and of

course there was no one to complain to so he was easily

exploitable. This came to an end because it became very

dangerous for the Gentile doctors even to team up with

Jewish doctors.

And he took position believe it was in 1933 with

the Jewish Home for the Aged it was called the what

was the name of it now .it slips my mind at the moment

part of the Yudishademinda in Munich they ran an old-aged

home. And he became the resident inhouse physician for the

old-aged home. And actually he and my mother were hired as

couple.

Now of course they couldnt pay him in actual money

currency but he got an apartment in the old-aged home. So

as consequence was actually born in the old-aged home.

And thats where we resided.

UNTIL EVENTUALLY YOU BELIEVE WERE SENT OUT..

Right until 38. So we lived in the old-aged home my

mother was essentially what would be called today social

worker. She certainly didnt have title or any

professional training but she was born manager she was
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very competent woman and she ran that home. The average

age there must have been in the eighties and so lived in

very strange environment of being child an infant

actually in home which was an orthodox run home for very

old people.

YOUR FAMILY WAS ORTHODOX

Well its mixed family in that respect. My mother

came from an orthodox background. Her father had been

very orthodox man he was actually rabbi but he didnt

earn his profession in rabbinate he taught mathematics

believe in school and he also sold insurance. But that

family was an orthodox family. My mother was one of six

brothers and sisters and they were very strict orthodox

they were very observant. My father came from much more

assimilated family and his family was not observant there

was very minimal amount of affiliation they were Jewish

and they considered themselves Jews but dont think they

had very much in the home in terms of observance. So in

that respect they were mixed but because the position was

with the Jewish home for the aged they had to live

lifestyle that was orthodox.

YOUVE TOLD ME BELIEVE AT LEAST LITTLE BIT TO WHERE

YOUR FATHER WAS BORN AND SOME OF THE PROBLEMS IT CAUSED

LITTLE BIT LATER BUT WOULD YOU NOW BE SPECIFIC AND SAY

WHERE HE WAS BORN AND IT OCCURS TO ME THAT HE WAS YOUNG

MAN AND PHYSICIAN WOULD YOU EXPLAIN WHEN HE BECAME

DOCTOR AND HOW HE GOT TO MUNICH
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Right. My father was born in 1894 and his family lived

in town which is now part of Poland at the time it was

part of the AustroHungarian empire. Before World War I.

After the redefinition of boundaries after the first World

War actually that became Poland but he never considers

himself Polish. He came to Munich to study medicine in

Munich and actually believe the way my parents met is

that he boarded as student with my grandmother. And the

reason for that was that my grandmother was widowed at that

time and she had six children. And to make some additional

income she took students and this was considered proper

thing to do for Jewish family to take Jewish students in.

And my father lived there for time brief time and then

lived actually with his sister who eventually married and

also settled in Munich and he went to live with his sister.

He was drafted into the German army and actually served

during the course of his studies had not completed his

medical studies yet. But because he had already begun his

medical studies he was in the medical corp and he was

medical dont know exactly what his title was but its

ironic because hes very uninilitary man but he served as

sort of medical officer. And he was sent to the eastern

front

IN WORLD WAR

In World War yes and during part of the time that he

was in the army there wasnt much action and so he

continued his studies while he was in the army. Which was
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possible at that time apparently he was stationed in

university town and he was able to continue some studies.

guess it was in the best interest of the army to upgrade the

medical education of their medical corp so they supported

that. He was guess fairly patriotic think he served

without any ambivalence about that and he continued his

medical studies after 1918 in Munich he specialized in

internal medicine. And he had some very famous professors

he was student of professor Roentgen who was of course

the famous Roentgen who discovered Roentgen rays and Xrays

mean Roentgen rays are X-rays and he also was student

of Alzhejiner and he wrote his PhD thesis with Alzheimer on

Alzheimers disease so he was way ahead of his time in

terms of research.

Despite that fact even though he was very brilliant

student he was unable to get anything like research

position because he was Jewish. mean it was clear cut

anti-Semitism.

DID THAT OCCUR TO HIM BEFORE HITLER CANE TO POWER

Yes yes. Germany has of course over the centuries

even before it became Germany had waves of antiSemitism

and sometimes theyre mild and sometimes theyre strong

they wax and wane and think people are quite used to it

and think thats what lulled people in the 30s into

thinking this is just wave and it will go away well

just ride the wave and they didnt realize this was going

further than usual. But my father was not allowed to do
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research which was really his first interest not so much

clinical medicine but research.

YOU WERE OF COURSE BORN IN 34 AND HE WAS ALREADY

DOCTOR AT THAT TIME. Yes AND GATHER WHAT YOU MIGHT

HAVE TO SAY ABOUT HIS DIFFICULTIES IN THOSE YEARS IN PURSUIT

OF HIS PROFESSION WOULD BE SOMETHING THAT YOUVE HEARD HIM

TELL ABOUT Certainly SO IF YOU CAN PERHAPS TELL US WHAT

HAPPENED TO HIM UNDER THE NUREMBERG LAWS AND THE LAWS THAT

BEGAN TO COME FORTH FROM THE HITLER REGIME THAT WOULD AFFECT

ANY PROFESSIONAL JEW OR ANY JEW TRYING TO PURSUE CAREER...

Of course one of the problems was simply getting paid.

The German system was socialized medicine system so

dont believe there was very much in the way of private

payment for services delivered. Since Jews didnt belong to

the socialized medicine system the Kantenkasset there

wasnt any way that he could get compensated. So he was

essentially excluded and so were other Jewish doctors from

the medical profession. As said before the only way he

could get paid was by affiliating teaming up with Gentile

doctor. Or bartering in this particular case where he

eventually took the position at the Jewish old aged home in

Munich...

TO PERFORM MEDICAL SERVICES SIMPLY IN EXCHANGE FOR

An apartment. Yes well room and board for the family

he might have gotten some small stipend dont recall

whether he got money or not. He certainly did have an

apartment. dont recall how many patients lived in the
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home maybe 60 or 70 patients. It was guess today youd

call it retirement home or convalescent home something of

that nature. So naturally his patients had the usual

geriatric problems ranging from cardiac and senility and so

forth just..so he was their medical doctor and as such he

functioned. dont know whether he had hospital

privileges think that was probably also difficult

situation so he had to treat them as best he could.

WERE YOU PARENTS ACTIVE IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF

MUNICH AT THAT TIME

Im not sure that can tell you exactly what way they

might have been active. They belonged to the Jewish

community think the Rabbi name was Beavad they

certainly went to services and because they were paid by

the Jewish community they were involved with the Jewish

community. think Im not sure that the Jewish synagogue

system in Germany is quite analogous to something that might

be in the United States today like Jewish center where

people had lecture series and day care centers and so forth.

They considered themselves Jews in the sense that they

belonged to the Jewish community and worked for the Jewish

community.

DO YOU KNOW THE NAME OF THE CENTER

can remember the name of Rabbi Beavad dont know

what the name of the congregation was think there were

two orthodox congregations in Munich but dont recall now

the name of it cant tell you. have book which
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could lend you its called Jews of Munich and Im sure

its in that book it didnt occur to me to bring that but

can certainly lend it to you. Its in German. But it

would be easy enough for me to look up the name of the

congregations.

WONDER IF YOU HAVE HEARD THEM SAY HOW THEY FELT ILL

USE PERHAPS BADLY CHOSEN PHRASE HOW THEY FELT THE NOOSE

TIGHTENING AROUND JEWS IN GERMANY AS THE YEARS WENT BY UNDER

HITLER. HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THEM SAY HOW IT BECAME HOW

THINGS PROGRESSED GOT PROGRESSIVELY WORSE

Well it certainly was very obvious that things were

getting very bad. In every way the Nuremberg laws touched

their lives. cant enumerate specifically which law had

which specific impact but they were absolutely in

straight-jacket. There was no mobility you couldnt leave

the country you couldnt get visa to get out you

couldnt ...children in school were harassed people were

very paranoid about being cant think of the word but

denounced guess is the proper word by people they were

very concerned my father my parents actually were

considering leaving but it was very difficult

situation. dont think people today can quite appreciate

people who were born in the United States mean who

living under current the current system can appreciate how

difficult it was to leave. Even if you had place to go

to we didnt have plastic mean you couldnt just write

check or go to travel agent book flight.
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There were no flights obviously it was by ship it took

many months perhaps to be able to get on to get

passage. If you tried to get cash to pay for such ticket

it would be obvious that such purchase had been made it

would jeopardize the rest of the family. My father was very

loyal to the Jewish community he felt that if he left his

oltesheim his home for the aged those old people wouldnt

have doctor he felt he would be abandoning them so in

sense he my mother too felt they couldnt leave because

these old people would have been without any medical doctor

and vulnerable.

My mother was also in bind. My mothers mother who

was widowed had her youngest child was what today wed

call Downs syndrome child that time was called

Mongoloid. He was severely mentally retarded and because of

his retardation he was not able to get visa to come to the

United States. The United States had exclusionary laws at

that time aside from quotas they didnt take people with

certain diseases like tuberculosis for example and certainly

not retarded people. They felt the United States didnt

want any more. So my uncle my mothers youngest brother

could not get visa. Because of that my grandmother

wouldnt leave. She wouldnt consider leaving him

defenseless and without anyone to take care of him. So her

next son also wouldnt leave because he felt it was too

much of responsibility for his mother who was almost 70

to take care of retarded young adult. Then my mother felt
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she couldnt really abandon them either. So they had

number of very important responsibilities. So it wasnt so

easy to just pick up and say well well just book passage

and come to the United States there were all kinds of

economic and practical and political and personal reasons

why they did not make such move. Which of course later

they regretted but those were the thoughts we cannot

really do it.

YOU ANSWERED THE QUESTION WAS ABOUT TO ASK AND THAT

WAS PERHAPS YOU PARTIALLY ANSWERED IT AND THAT WAS DID YOU

HAVE LARGE EXTENDED FAMILY THERE IN MUNICH BOTH YOU AND

YOUR

wouldnt say it was very large. My mother was one of

six brothers and sisters one sister had already died as

young adult she had bacterial endocarditis and my mother

had taken care of her three surviving children one child

had died for number of years so they would be considered

very close cousins to me. Her other brothers and sisters at

that time were not married. Two of the brothers had already

emigrated to the United States so there were still two

brothers one the retarded brother and one the normal

brother and her mother. Let me see now and there was

oh yes and of course her widowed brotherinlaw and the

three children he had remarried. But they had already

gotten out they got out early they felt there was nothing

to keep them back and they had gotten to England and then

came to the United States. They actually arrived in the
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United States before the war.

So my father had one sister who was married and had

two children. So my extended family at that point was two

uncles and grandmother and on my fathers side sister

and her husband and two children. So it was not very

large immediate family.

WELL ITS ALMOST OR 10 PERHAPS IN ALL

Well grandmother and two uncles is three and my

fathers sister four and her husband and two children

guess youre right its eight. Eight. Im not talking

about cousins..

BUT WERE THERE LOT OF COUSINS

Yes my mother had her mother and father had number

of brothers and sisters think six to eight so there were

lots and lots of cousins.

DO YOU KNOW AFTER THE WAR HOW MANY OF THOSE SURVIVED

Well of course my grandmother and her two sons did not

survive they were killed. My grandmother in Theresienstadt

and my two uncles we dont know they were deported to

Lithuania in work kind of work situation work camp

situation and were never heard of again. We assume that

they succumbed. My grandmother could not have lived very

much longer in camp situation. think she was deported

to Theresienstadt in probably 42. Had lived in Munich and

was probably having to work for the Nazis during that time.

She was probably in her late 60s at that time or early 70s.

My fathers sister and her husband were killed in
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camp and dont know which one. The two children my two

cousins on my fathers side were sent to Holland

underground and they stayed they were actually living with

foster families Christian foster families during the war

and converted. So they survived. dont know if this the

cousins its mixed bag. My mother had number of many

cousins who died yeah. would say probably 50% of the

family.

THE COUSINS YOU MENTIONED TWO CHILDREN WHO WENT TO

HOLLAND AND WERE CONVERTED TO CHRISTIANITY they converted

yes WAS DONE AS PROTECTIVE DEVICE

No no. JUST THAT THEY WERE think that the people

who took them in were Christians and they were very young

and they felt an allegiance and think it was heavy

pressure. mean think that we like to think that people

really did it out of save people and Im sure some did

just out of total humanitarian reasons. But there was also

motive of conversion and lot of Jewish children were

taken in and were then converted to Christianity. Under

heavy pressure.

WERE THE CHILDREN PLACED WITH THIS FAMILY KNOWINGLY HAD

SOMEBODY IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY KNEW THESE CHRISTIAN

PEOPLE

Im getting little far afield. can tell you my

story pretty well. My cousins .Im little bit stuck

here Im afraid cant answer your question how they were

placed dont know really dont. think my uncle and
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aunt took them to Holland and somehow or other they were

left there and they were placed they could not stay they

didnt have visas. These children were then hidden they

returned to Germany and their parents were killed. They

were pretty young think they were something like six and

eight at the time that they were taken into these families.

At the end of the war they didnt really remember their

prior lives very well they were just taken into Christian

family and they felt very grateful and converted.

DO YOU REMEMBER VERY MUCH FROM THE FIRST FOUR YEARS OF

YOUR LIFE WHEN YOU WERE LIVING IN MUNICH

remember LIFE AS LITTLE GIRL Well you know how

childrens memories go. One has certain amount of amnesia

about early experiences. remember certain highlights but

dont remember very many specific experiences have

general gestalt of how it was in the officeheim people

were very afraid. It was getting more and more difficult to

get food and clothing. People were being harassed. So in

general sense remember there was great deal of anxiety

and tension. And fear. At the time mean that was the

general between 34 and 38 it got progressively worse it

was there were all these laws you had to register if you

were Jewish. But you werent allowed to walk on the

sidewalk so how can you get to the office to register if

you cant walk on the sidewalk You cant so you either

were arrested because you didnt register or you were

arrested because you walked on the sidewalk. These were
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daily kinds of harassments.

DO YOU RECALL THAT THE PERSONS IN THE OLD AGED HOME WORE

THE YELLOW STAR

No not at that time. THEY DID NOT Not at that

time dont believe. may be wrong about that dont

recall it dont believe that that was happened so early.

That came later.

PERHAPS DO YOU RECALL AND DONT KNOW WHETHER YOU WERE

EXPOSED TO LIFE OUT IN THE CITY BEING MORE OR LESS

CLOISTERED AS YOU WERE AT THE HOME WHERE YOU LIVED DID YOU

RECALL ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT LIFE OUT IN THE CITY DID YOU

HAVE ANY PLAYMATES OR DID YOU GET OUT NEAR

Oh Im sure did. had many experiences outside we

went to visit my grandmother we went on summer vacations

occasionally visited other relatives Im sure we went to

the zoo. Went to...there are number of parks in Munich.

think there was certain amount of normalcy people tried

to live as normal life as possible its partly to keep

ones own spirits up and just people are kind of used to

that think in America were not quite as used to anti-

Semitism so it becomes like big issue but there people

are used to it so they learn to deal with it and you just go

around things and through things and its little

convoluted but basically think had happy fairly

happy time the first four years.

My first my earliest memory is Kristallnacht November

1938 thats my first real memory which have very as
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vivid memory as vivid personal memory.

WHEN HEAR ABOUT THAT WONDER IF YOU RECALL YOUR

PARENTS TELLING YOU OR ANY RECALL IN YOUR CONVERSATIONS

DURING THOSE YEARS IN THE MID TO LATER 30S INDICATING TO YOU

THAT SOMETHING REALLY BAD WAS HAPPENING IN GERMANY BAD FOR

JEWS AND MAYBE BAD FOR EVERYBODY. DO YOU RECALL ANY

REFERENCE

think that to certain degree they were somewhat

protective think parents dont like to lay such heavy

thing on very young child. Im sure was aware of the

atmosphere dont think that they particularly explained

it in political sense to me but must have been aware of

it because obviously incorporated something personally

because after was arrested and interrogated wouldnt

cooperate so knew that one did not talk to these people.

knew that was not going to give names Im getting ahead

of the story but there was time when was deported to

Poland when number of Nazis actually interrogated me.

was four. And was without my parents and it was over

period of three days and it was quite brutal. mean they

had guns and wasnt given food and it was very

difficult time and remember saying to them remember

the phrase used said My noiu is Sona tiga dma kalta

un mu by sic nic which means essentially name rank and

serial number wouldnt cooperate with them. So to

answer your question must have incorporated from my

parents sense that these were evil people they were not
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to be cooperated with and they were dangerous. But dont

specifically remember my parents giving me any lecture about

it.

DID YOU HAVE PLAYMATES

Well had family had the two cousins on my fathers

side Hannah and Elsie and played with them lot and

had on my mothers side her sister there were the three

young children and certainly played with them so

presume did.

AT ANY TIME DO YOU RECALL ANY OF YOUR ACQUAINTANCES OR

YOUR RELATIVES BEING TAKEN AWAY

think we were actually the first to be taken. So

think that there wasnt anyone taken away before we were.

From our family. The reason we were taken first is that we

were in the olthesheiiu the old aged home and on

Kristallnacht as you know the first things that were hit

were the weak and the vulnerable people so the old aged

homes were one of the very first things to be hit. So we

were in that first wave.

MAYBE NOW YOU MIGHT WANT TO PICK UP ON EVENTS THAT LED

TO YOUR FIRST MEMORY OF KRISTALLNACHT AND YOUR ARREST AND

JUST PICK IT UP AND TAKE IT TAKE ON FROM THERE.

Well uh Kristallnacht happened of course in November

38 and we were living in the olthesheim the old aged

home and our apartment which was just suite of two

rooms it wasnt real apartment was on the ground floor.

And as it turned out the Nazis the SS Storm Troopers
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entered through my window through the bedroom they just

broke in and came through my room they didnt come through

the front door. And so this was very frightening memory

because of course it was at night or in the evening anyway

was in bed and these people just broke through stormed

in and then locked everyone into their own rooms. Now

people shared rooms so they were two by two essentially.

And my mother and father since they were essentially running

the home were in the maybe would have been called the

lounge area sort of central more public area. And was

with them and it took several hours to process all the

people. They all had to be identified their papers you

know how the Germans are with papers had to be seen and

checked and then at the very end everyone was arrested the

whole all the old people. Now these are old people. We

were all herded into vans and we were driven to Dachau

without any respect for that some of these old people were

ill or were not able to walk well or were on medications

mean this was not taken into consideration of course

wasnt really particularly aware of all those problems but

in fact that was the case. And we were taken to Dachau and

were kept there it was sort of like think of in terms of

Santa Rita it was more of holding station it wasnt

full-fledged ..it certainly wasnt death camp then. It

became work camp. But at that point it was just holding

facility. And we were processed there and now explained

before that my father had been born in Austria/Hungary
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which became part of Poland and because the Nuremberg laws

disenfranchised the Jews either they were completely

stateless which of course made it difficult to leave

because to get visa you had to indicate citizenship of

some state if you were stateless that was virtually

impossible to get.

But in my fathers case because he had been born in

part of Austria/Hungary that was became part of Poland he

defaulted to Polish citizenship and in Germany at that

time if woman marries she becomes automatically citizen

of the same state as her husband and children of that union

also become citizen of the same state as their father. So

my mother and my father and were considered by Germany to

be Polish. Not by Poland. And so the Germans at that point

were just trying to get rid of Jews so they deported us to

Poland. The Poles had no need for extra Jews and wouldnt

let us in the border. So the train sat at that border

couldnt go back into Germany couldnt go into Poland and

just sat. So dont know how long that was now this can

be found out. There was now what is his name Im

embarrassed not to remember his name its just what happens

when youre on tape you cant think of thing there was

Nobel Laureate mean he became Nobel Laureate in

Physics fairly recently about 1980 he was on that train

too so maybe he could be interviewed and maybe he has

better memory of exactly what happened. If think of his

name Ill let you know. In any case we were eventually
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shipped back to Germany.

DO YOU BACK TO THE CAMP AT DACHAU FOR MOMENT DO YOU

HAVE ANY IDEA HOW LONG YOU STAYED THERE AND ID BE CURIOUS

TO KNOW WHAT YOUR MEMORY OF HOW IT WAS THERE WITH YOU AND

YOUR FAMILY

It we werent there very long. think this was

holding station and it was just however long it took to

process us probably not longer than week. And my memory

of that is vague. It was probably on the order of being

herded into large railway station you know with just lots

of peoples suitcases and mattresses on the floor and just

people being very tense and anxious and frightened and being

crowded but no one having any inkling of the horror that

was to come.

WAS THE TRAIN LOADED WITH JEWS Oh yes AND WHAT WERE

THE CONDITIONS ON THE TRAIN

Well the conditions were not first class traveling

conditions it was passenger train it was many cars long

it was November so it was cold and uncomfortable. No one

predicted that they would be on the train for days and days

and days so people werent getting washed or changing

clothes there wasnt any kind of dining car so there

wasnt much food mean people had taken along maybe some

apples or you know snacks but people were getting kind of

hungry for real food. think at stations people could buy

some food but not hot food just bread or something. So it

was very uncomfortable remember one of my memories was
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not every car had bathroom toilet. think some cars

did and some cars didnt and the cars that did were either

at the very front end of the train or the very back end

dont recall which end but anyway at some end of the train

and then to have to use this bathroom you had to go from car

to car and there were open platforms connecting the cars

and remember being very frightened of stepping out you

know with this thing sort of jiggling and wiggling and

rails it was open and you could just see the rails and

remember being terribly frightened every time needed to go

to the bathroom going back and forth on this train. That

was most uncomfortable it was also very very cold and

unpleasant. But we werent being tortured it was just very

unpleasant.

IT WAS PASSENGER TRAIN

Yes but dont know they must have added on lot of

extra cars and they didnt add on the kinds of cars that

you would have comfort dont think they added on dining

cars and certainly it wasnt intended to be for days and

days and days. mean they werent sleepers you were

sitting upright in seats so there was no way to sleep

mean to rest so it was unpleasant.

YOUR FAMILY WAS ALLOWED TO TAKE SOME MONEY ALONG AND WAS

THERE ANY PROVISION MADE TO FEED THOSE PEOPLE ON THE TRAIN

Well really dont remember but doubt there was any

money we had just been arrested and taken to Dachau. No

one knew what was going to happen maybe my parents had
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their you know whatever they had on their persons in their

purse but nothing for long journey. You know just the

ordinary amount of money you would maybe have few marks

nothing to sustain you for several weeks.

DO YOU RECALL BEING HUNGRY ON THAT TRAIN

really dont recall it very well no Im sure it was

unpleasant but it wasnt uh .no cant recall it

have to be honest cant recall if was hungry or not my

guess is that my parents would have funneled people would

have funneled food to the children so the children probably

didnt suffer so much. Maybe they had little bit of money

with them and were able to buy some bread.

DO YOU HAVE ANY SENSE FROM YOUR PARENTS PERHAPS OF WHAT

YOU WERE BEING SHIPPED TO POLAND FOR WHAT WAS GOING TO

BECOME OF YOU

No we had no information we were not told anything we

were simply put on train and shipped to Poland.

YOU HAD NO IDEA OF WHAT YOUR DESTINATION MIGHT BE IN

POLAND

No. didnt.

YOU NEVER HEARD THEN DISCUSS IT.

They didnt know dont think anyone knew. think it

was one of these bizarre forays that the Nazis did lets

get rid of the Jews and send them to Poland and let the

Poles worry about it. think we were just being dumped.

dont think the Germans had any idea of what would

eventually happen because it wasnt coordinated the Poles
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didnt have destination for us and they wouldnt let us in.

So no think they just thought well theyll just go to

Warsaw or someplace or other or who cares you know just

dump them.

BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE TRAIN JOURNEY COULD ASK

YOU AS UNDERSTAND YOUR RECITAL OF THE EVENTS OF

KRISTALLNACHT WHEN THEY CAME TO THE OLD PEOPLES HOME WHERE

YOU LIVED IT WAS IN AN OFFICIAL CAPACITY SS In uniform

POLICE IN UNIFORMS BLACK GUESS

No dont think they were black but dont remember.

The usual lodengreen you know the green stuff that they

had. But they were fully they were the storm trooper

types. They were brutal.

AND JUST CAME IN WITHOUT..

Through the window. Knocking. They knocked out the

window glass shattering falling in and they just caine in.

AND MADE ARRESTS SO THEY WERE THERE OFFICIALLY TO

ARREST PEOPLE IT WASNT AN UNRULY MOB TO PAINT SWASTIKAS ON

THINGS AND DESTROY

Oh no they were very orderly they did things properly

they laugh German style they stole my mothers lot of

blinds they gave he receipt if you can believe can

you imagine that stealing and giving receipt We have

that receipt somewhere. Yeah they were...it was this

dreadful kind of German way really have goose pimples

about Germany. You know they can kill people by

alphabetical order or in size..you know it was disorderly
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but it was peculiar it was very peculiar kind of an

order. mean it was disorderly to come through the window

but it had some kind of ... Im sure the officers had all

their ranks and they probably observed all their within

their ranks their politeness to each other. It wasnt

mob. It was well orchestrated.

DID THEY TAKE ALL OF THE OLD PEOPLE AWAY TO DACHAU

All of them. So far as know. Yes they went room by

room they locked everyone in their room and then processed

them and then one by one they were put in the vans and taken

to Dachau. Now they were later released believe and

sent back. think Kristallnacht mean dont remember

exactly what the political purpose was one was totally

intimidation of the Jewish population and also testing

out of the German populace. Can we get away with it will

people stand up and say we wont tolerate this. Like last

week there was desecration in France and there was

march public march in the streets Mitterand and thousands

of people marched and we will not tolerate this we will

not tolerate anti-Semitic desecration of cemeteries. So it

was kind of testing of the waters. Could the Nazis just

brutally smash things and would the population respond

And clearly the population just. .enjoyed it you know it was

terrific. So think that was one of the purposes of it.

Testing the political waters.

AS YOUNG CHILD DID YOU EVER RECALL HEARING ANYBODY

SAY WHAT THE CHARGES WERE FOR ARRESTING THESE PEOPLE
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We were Jewish Thats all thats enough. Thats

crime in itself. dont remember the specific charges my

guess is that we probably broke some law its just like the

Berkeley rent control law there isnt any way that you can

possibly be in compliance because they have contradictory

laws. So if youre in compliance with section youre not

in compliance with section and if you try to be in

compliance with section youre out of compliance with

section A. So somehow or other youre always going to be

out of compliance. Well thats the way it worked there

its the same kind of situation. So they can always get

you for something. You didnt register or you registered

late or you should have registered some other place or

some such thing. Who knows

DO YOU REMEMBER ANY OTHER CATCH-22 SITUATIONS LIKE THE

ONE YOU RECITED MOMENT AGO WHERE YOU HAD TO REGISTER BUT

YOU WERE NOT ALLOWED TO WALK ON THE STREETS OR GO TO THE

PLACE OF REGISTRATION Yeah SO THAT THEY WOULD ARREST

YOU FOR ONE THING OR THE OTHER. ANY OTHER SITUATIONS LIKE

THAT THAT HAD AN AUTOMATIC CATCH BUILT INTO THEM

specifically cannot remember them no. Im sure they

existed but really dont recall right now. mean it

could have been any number of things you have to go to

school but if youre Jewish you cant go to school whatever

it is you wind up somehow or another breaking law

inadvertently and then you can always get arrested for

that.
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YOU WERE AWFUL YOUNG BUT DO YOU DID YOU EVER GO TO ANY

SCHOOL AND DID YOU RECALL ANY OF YOUR PERHAPS OLDER FRIENDS

AS CHILDREN GOING TO SCHOOL WHAT SORT OF DIFFICULTY WAS

THERE

did not was preschool was four. And it would

have been two more years before would have officially gone

to school. Relatives of course went to schools had some

older cousins who had been in school. And they had the

usual kinds of harassments. They wouldnt get called on

and then they would get rated for not participating in

class. Again type of Ive had that happen in the United

States incidentally. Actually similar kind of situation.

know that children denounced other Jewish children

or sometimes children denounced their own families. The

schools were an area of indoctrination for Hitler youth for

Nazi policies. So children would go to school and children

are very impressionable and they were taught that one

should be patriotic and should be good Germans all these

things and then they would be slyly asked things about

their home and so inadvertently children often might have

said something that they shouldnt have which would have

jeopardized their children.

JEWISH CHILDREN

Yes Im talking about Jewish children. Im sure

Gentile children might have also either deliberately or even

accidently said oh yes we visited you know at that time

for example Jews could not employ nonJews that was
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forbidden. Now my mother ran this nursing home and she had

non-Jewish employees. There were not enough people to do

some of these tasks and so she was breaking the law by

having nonJewish employees. So that could have been an

example of law that she broke yeah. Id forgotten about

that but that definitely would have been against..

DO YOU RECALL WHAT JEWISH CHILDREN WERE STILL IN THESE

WERE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

There were certain public schools you know the schools

in Germany still today believe are run on religious lines.

Theres the Evangelical schools the Protestant schools

theres the Catholic schools there werent any others they

were run by the churches and they still are. There might

have been Jewish day schools but if you went to one of

these schools youd be youre going to Catholic school or

Protestant school and think you might have been allowed

to be released from religious studies. And of course this

was always very difficult problem. Its we have it in

mild form in the United States with the school prayer issue

where youre forced into some kind of mold of prayer

even if its non-sectarian prayer. Think of that and

multiply that and then you get sort of feeling of what it

meant to be Jewish child in Catholic school or

Protestant school. It was very oppressive. But that

already was true before the Nazi era. think that this was

always problem.

LETS JUMP BACK TO THE TRAIN NOW WHERE STILL ON THE
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POLISH BORDER IN GERMANY YOUVE BEEN THERE FOR YOU DONT

REMEMBER EXACTLY number of days NUMBER OF DAYS BUT

SEVERAL DAYS PERHAPS WEEK OR TWO WEEKS

doubt that long think it was on the order of days.

DO YOU RECALL THEN WHAT HAPPENED FINALLY TO YOU ON THE

TRAIN

No dont really recall. think there were

negotiations between the Germans and the Poles. The Germans

said were not taking these Jews back into Germany the

Poles said were not letting them into Poland. And

dont know how they worked it out. All this time we were

sort of hostage.

WHAT WERE YOU DOING

We were sitting on the train. EVENTUALLY Oh

eventually it went back to Germany. MUNICH Yeah

Munich. AND WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU THEN Well my mother as

mentioned had some nonJewish employees at the

oldesheilu at the home for the old-aged. My mother was

very progressive woman and she had lot of compassion and

she hired people who were down and out. She had big heart

and felt that she should help people so she hired lot of

people who had no other places to go to give them job.

And for example there were number of women who had

illegitimate children dont like the term but had

children and were not married. And they needed the work

and she felt well these would be very good workers because

they needed the work and werent they were going to work.
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So anyway she had nonJewish employees. One woman

believe had had child who had died and she had some

papers for this child and this woman who owed my mother

mean didnt owe her favor but felt indebted in some way to

my mother who at one point had helped her out offered to

take me to Holland. She had relative in Holland. And she

was able to take my by train from Germany to Holland without

being conspicuous. Because she was Gentile woman and she

had perfect reason to go visit her sister in Holland and

take the child along of course people would ask at the

visit whats the purpose of your visit but she made this

offer. was not told about this naturally. Because if we

were caught first of all they didnt want anyone to explain

any of this to any authority. Secondly they were afraid

that might cry or carry on. So was given mild

sleeping pill and traveled with this woman by train to the

border and slept through that actually.

But what happened what worked in our favor and maybe

this was planned the Dutch queen forgot her name Beatrice

or something had child right then. This was 1938

November and because of this there was big celebration in

Holland it was guess close to like Fourth of July

celebration people were mean the royalty had baby it

was time for amnesty border guards were relaxed parties

were in progress and think there was short period of

relaxation. And it worked in our favor. So we went we

were able to cross the border. mean there was some
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interrogation but there wasnt anything really as heavy

might have been.

And then was taken to another home where woke up

and of course this woman had already gone back to Germany.

mean she had just taken me over and then went back.

paper rattling underneath And remember awakening and of

course didnt know anything about the circumstances of my

escape and was in the company of people who didnt speak

German. They probably spoke some German but they were

speaking Dutch and spoke German and didnt understand

them and they didnt understand me and this was very

frightening kind of nightmare. Imagine waking up if you

dont have concept of another language even really and

being not able to communicate. Its horrendous. remember

that. remember that being probably one of the most

difficult moments of my life. Its like nightmare. And

remember asking where my parents were and they either

couldnt tell me or didnt tell me or didnt understand me

and couldnt understand them and was just totally

frantic and totally frustrated.

And then after certain amount of time and dont

know how much this time was was placed with another

family which was actually relative the Stems they

were living at that time in Amsterdam. He was distant

cousin of my mothers he and his wife and they had three

children and it was not conspicuous to have another child in

that family. So lived with them and that was fairly
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benign period even though the gathering storm was coming

was happening they still managed to live sort of middle

class bourgeois kind of life that wasnt too seriously

affected. This was still in well this was already now 39

early 39.

So Czechoslovakia was already annexed and guess in

Poland what was the date of the Polish invasion into

Poland do you recall

SEPTEMBER 39.

Well Holland was invaded September 39 so things it

was getting very difficult. Now this family actually wound

up being fairly affluent and they had summer home by the

beach think it was in Sundfut little town seaside

resort Sundfut and they sent us to Sundfut because the

heat wasnt so on in Sundfut. The Germans of course were

planning on invading France at this point but there was the

Maginot line but they didnt go through the Maginot line

they went around through Belgium and Holland this hadnt

yet happened but it was about to. So the German troops

were amassing and they felt this was getting to be very

dangerous situation. think they were aware.

YOU WERE LIVING IN HOLLAND WITH THE STEIN FAMILY AT THE

TIME WHEN GERMANY INVADED HOLLAND

Not quite. was living with them before the Germans

invaded. They were aware of the fact well Czechoslovakias

having gone and with Poland going and with troops amassing

think they were quite aware of the fact that Holland was in
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very serious danger. That the Netherlands were in serious

danger. They shipped me to England In September 39 and

it must have been literally weeks maybe even days before

the Germans bombed was it Rotterdam they bombed They

bombed Rotterdam and killed lot of civilians and just went

through Rotterdain through the border and then took France.

So just got out just in time. They did not. None of them

got out the Stein family didnt. They did survive but

they didnt get out.

The Stems and their oldest son were sent to

concentration camp think it was BergenBelsen. The two

younger boys were secreted with Dutch Gentile families. Now

Tom Stein thats the middle boy lives in San Francisco

and you should really interview him he has really good

story to tell and he may not be willing to tell it but he

is lives in San Francisco hes Psychiatrist at Mt. Zion

and he had very difficult time. The two brothers still

live in Holland Michael and Wolfgang. And Wolfgang and his

parents survived Bergen-Belsen but it was very difficult.

They had typhoid they were starved they had tuberculosis

but they survived. And the mother is still alive although

shes incapacitated in an oldaged home and is not available

for any interviews. The brothers would be or could be.

But theyre somewhat damaged people certainly the older one

is somewhat damaged.

IS TOM STEIN THE ONLY ONE LIVING IN SAN FRANCISCO

Hes the only one living in San Francisco of the Stein
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family yeah. Fritz the father died in 56. Probably

early on account of his experiences but he was 58. dont

know he died of heart attack its hard to know but his

wife Ruth is still alive and shes in her 80s so.

THE STEIN FAMILY DIDNT SEND ANY OF ITS OWN CHILDREN

WITH TO ENGLAND WITH YOU.

No. Well they felt that they should stay together.

They felt that the family unit was important and whatever

happened to them there was strength in staying together.

Now had some relatives in England and they thought

would be safer and they were right so was sent to

England. As it turned out my parents had gotten to

England. See my parents didnt know how fared during this

time when they sent me to Holland there was an eight month

or so period when they sent me of into the blue and they

saved my life mean they were very brave to do that.

dont know if were in similar situation with my own

children could send them of like that and never not

knowing whether Id ever see them again. mean suppose

would but it must have been very difficult thing.

Anyway they sent me to England and that was an

interesting experience. My mother had my parents were

classified as enemy aliens. So far as the British were

concerned we were German. And they interned lot of Jews

and they were certainly suspicious that some of them might

have been just Germans and were just pretending to be Jews.

They werent they were kind of anti-Semitic themselves
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some of them. So who knows what was an excuse and what was

real fear in terms of Germany. Of course the Germans bombed

London and you can see there was tremendous amount of

anti-German feeling. And they didnt make that distinction

particularly. German Jews were still German as far as they

were concerned.

Anyway my father was medical doctor but he wasnt

allowed to work because he was an enemy alien. The only

kind of work the German Jews mean that refugees...they

did mean must say they saved our lives so cant be

too angry about it but it was kind of peculiar. The only

kind of work that one could do at that point if one were

German Jew was domestic work or very it was very

restricted it was not free. One couldnt just simply

choose ones profession and just follow it. We were

actually it turns out sponsored by very wonderful woman

Gentile woman who simply let us come and at that time

sponsorship was much more difficult in England than it was

in the United States. Then it had to be life sponsorship

and America was just think you had to sponsor people for

number of years so if they came then they had to be

economically supported. But in England it was life

sponsorship you took tremendous responsibility on and

this woman was single woman wasnt an affluent woman and

she did that good deed. She was very wonderful person.

In any case she sponsored my parents. When first

came was put because they didnt have facility for me
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was put in it was kind of not exactly an orphanage

but kind of boarding school situation. And it was pretty

horrible. didnt speak English and didnt know the

rules and again got in trouble for not obeying the rules

but didnt know the rules and it was very unpleasant

very miserable.

And my mother became finally took position as

again as social worker for Jewish home for youth. It

was youth hostel and it was like tower of Babel there

were Jewish young people there from Poland Czechoslovakia

eastern Europe Holland these were all teenage or very

young adults who had been sent out with some rescue

organizations without parents. And my mother just ran that

hostel tried to scrape together ration cards and clothing

ration cards and keep these young people body and soul

together and then lived in that situation for awhile.

After coming out of the its not an orphanage its sort of

like boarding school but it was run in very nasty way.

Sort of makes me think of Charles Dickens type of thing.

But then the next catastrophe of course was the Blitz.

When the Germans bombed London. So my father got position

in South Wales. And the Welsh were very different from the

English and they didnt have these discriminatory laws

against the Jews and they needed doctors because the

British had drafted all the doctors into the British army.

So there were very few civilian doctors. So my father got

position as civilian as doctor for mining community
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in South Wales. The name of the village was Tumble and it

was in Cormasenshire county in South Wales. And of course

the miners had first of all lots of industrial accidents

and contagious diseases all sorts of lung diseases and

meningitis and tuberculosis and so on so they really needed

doctors. So we lived in Wales for the remainder of the war

years.

PERHAPS WE CAN GO BACK JUST MINUTE TO SEE HOW YOU AND

YOUR FAMILY WERE REJOINED. YOU WERE NOT IN TOUCH WITH YOUR

FAMILY OR YOUR FAMILY DID NOT KNOW WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU

AFTER FOR PERIOD OF MONTHS AFTER THEY SENT YOU TO

HOLLAND

They probably had some idea. think there was still

communication between Germany and Holland think one could

still write letters. So they probably found out that was

with the Stems. think that when was taken to Holland

it was quite likely that the woman who took me across the

border communicated to whoever picked me up that eventually

they should try to get in touch with the Stems. And

think that probably my parents found out that was safe.

DURING THAT PERIOD OF TIME WHEN YOU SAY YOU MORE OR LESS

AWAKENED IN DIFFERENT COUNTRY AMONG STRANGERS HAVING BEEN

TAKEN TO HOLLAND DO YOU RECALL WHAT YOUR THOUGHTS MUST HAVE

BEEN WHETHER OR NOT YOU FELT YOU WERE ABANDONED OR YOU..

DO YOU RECALL YOUR THOUGHTS OR HOW YOU FINALLY CAME TO KNOW

THAT YOU HAD BEEN SENT BY YOUR PARENTS TO HOLLAND.

Well initially it was of course tremendous frustration
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not to be able to speak the language not to know what the

circumstances were and was angry and frightened and

confused and think was hostile and belligerent must

have been horrible child. Laughs It must have been

very difficult situation and it was dangerous too because

they didnt want me to speak German because that would give

away that was from Germany so had to be incorporated

into the family as Dutch child. learned Dutch very

quickly. Of course Dutch is quite close to German so it

probably wasnt so difficult to learn it. What was the

question how did come to know it-children are very

adaptable. And in sense it was good situation for me

had instant family had these three brothers who were

playmates it was an affluent family so think probably on

the whole it was very happy time. And forgot about my

parents. dont think remembered them. And forgot

German.

And when finally met them couldnt speak German any

more and they didnt speak Dutch so that was peculiar

moment for them.

DO YOU KNOW HOW THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THEIR LEAVING

MUNICH

No know very little about it. think they were

waiting for visa to come to the United States and think

that was very difficult to get. The U.S. had very

restrictive policy in terms of immigration and you had to

wait many many months and guess they applied early enough
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that they actually got one but then the second part like

the Russian Jews are having this problem right now is

getting passage. And the Ethiopian Jews are sitting in

Addis Abba right now waiting for planes out of Addis to

Israel it wasnt that easy first of all to liquidate and

get the money and to get wait for passage. dont know

the circumstances. assume that my parents eventually made

this decision that to save my at this point they just

decided to leave. And Im sure they had lot of guilt

about that. know my mother did about leaving her mother

and know my father did about leaving the old folks

think by that they might have all been in c. they might

not have survived after this point. dont really know it

kind of is bit of blackout there.

So dont know they got to England in any case but

there werent any more boats there were no planes of

course going from England to the United States. Everything

that could float was already requisitioned for military use

and there were no more passenger ships going across so the

English gave us temporary visas. dont know what the

names of these visas were but they werent permanent visas.

So my parents were there on some kind of emergency visa.

WHICH ALLOWED THEM TO LIVE IN ENGLAND.

Yes for the duration of the war but after the war was

over then of course they didnt. Then they could re-apply

for permanent visas. And think some Jews elected to stay.

They didnt choose to stay for lots of reasons but in any
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case they were had special kind of visa dont know

that its called visa but they had some kind of papers

where they could stay in England but they werent allowed to

work. But my father was allowed to work in Wales so thats

why we went to Wales.

DO YOU RECALL YOUR FEELING OR APPROXIMATELY WHEN YOU

AND YOUR PARENTS WERE REUNITED IN ENGLAND. YOU JUST SAID

YOU HAD FORGOTTEN GERNAN BASICALLY AND THEY DIDNT KNOW

DUTCH BUT YOU WERE SPEAKING ENGLISH PERHAPS SOMEWHAT BY

THIS TIME.

Well not initially not initially so we really didnt

have common language.

WERE YOU IN ENGLAND VERY BRIEFLY BEFORE YOUR PARENTS GOT

BACK WITH YOU

dont know the chronology. think that they actually

picked me up at the boat train at the boat. And because

they didnt have place to stay was put in this boarding

house boarding home situation until they wound up with

situation with the youth hostel where again we had kind of

residence room.

WHAT CITY

London.

WERE YOU AWAY FROM LONDON WHEN THE BLITZ HAPPENED

No we were in London. We were bombed. And dont

know how long was in the boarding home but when was

reunited with my parents lived with them in the hostel

and the hostel was bombed. So there was you know these
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nightly raids where the Germans came over and we were bombed

and wed spend part of the night in bomb shelters. And

briefly went to school but then think the British did not

want to have concentrations of children in any one place so

they dispersed schools. So instead of having one school

with several hundred or thousand children they would have

classrooms in different parts of the city. So to minimize

loss of life of children.

think we went to Wales in 4. so there was year in

London. one year period.

DO YOU RECALL WHAT SECTION OF LONDON YOU LIVED IN

think it was called Goldas Green.

AND WAS THERE NEAR BOMB DAMAGE

Oh yes our house was bombed even. There was bombs all

over the place mean it was just coming down every night.

So yeah there was pretty violent bombing raids.

DO YOU RECALL BEING IN BOMB SHELTERS

Oh yes. Being in the shelters wasnt so bad the scary

part was getting to the shelter mean you could be caught

on the way home from school or something and the air raid

siren would go off and would you get to shelter in time

And would you be there when your parents were there you

know you could be elsewhere and have to be several hours

somewhere without them either in the subway whatever it

was called the Underground or in some shelter wherever you

happened to be. So yeah every night was in the bomb

shelter. With gas masks they werent actually used but we
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had them just in case.

They were for child in way its almost fun.

Schools cancelled all these its somewhat exciting it

had kind of almost party air. You know the British were

stiff upper lip type people and nothing fazed them. You

know well go to the bomb shelters you sing tell stories

you try to get through tell jokes try to sleep you just

keep going. Its not like here where people had fits after

the earthquake and was thinking my God people are

having such fits and London well when the raid was over

you got up you picked up the rubble you went to your

business or you kept on with your life and you didnt make

such fusses about things. They were tougher.

ANY ANTI-SEMITIC SITUATION AT ALL IN THE BOMB SHELTERS

OR DURING THE BLITZ THAT YOU RECALL

No. We were this hostel was for Jewish kids so there

wouldnt be any anti-Semitic incidents there. Some of the

kids were very upset. These kids of course had been ripped

away from their homes and had had difficult circumstances.

And we had some children they werent children they were

teenagers who were would say had some pathologies

emotional pathologies they were bed wetters you know the

usual kind of thing that you expect reactive kind of

thing from young people nightmare situations kids.. There

was one kid remember who refused to eat tomatoes.

mean she anything red was frightening to her she just

gagged couldnt eat tomatoes. mean they werent serious
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things but there was some definitely you could pick up

some disturbed behavioral patterns. mean normal the kind

of thing you would expect.

Anti-Semitism--there certainly was but didnt

experience it in the bomb shelters. Again it was more

situation in the school kind of thing or insensitivity.

Im sure it existed but wasnt aware of it. Probably at

different level than my everyday exposure.

HOW LONG DO YOU FEEL IT WAS BEFORE YOU AND YOUR PARENTS

BECAME FAMILY UNIT AGAIN WHICH APPARENTLY WASNT THE CASE

WHEN YOU FIRST MET THEM IN ENGLAND

No it wasnt. dont think it took very long but

think the relationship was permanently different than it

would have been if had been continuously with them.

think became very independent very early as child. This

may have made it difficult for my parents. But felt had

more life experiences than the average adult. So dont

think was the kind of child who took to being told what to

do when to do it. You know after all had taken care of

myself or felt had for quite long time and think

was maybe little bit defiant.

They were so wrapped up in their problems of survival

that dont think they could deal with that they were very

much in tune with any kind of subtle psychological kinds of

stuff. My mother was busy running around just getting food

stamps for all these kids that she had to feed and my

father was trying to deal with bureaucracy trying to get
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job they were both trying to learn English and just

mean maybe that was good thing the heat was of me. My

father by the way must have say my father was very

eccentric neurotic man already before and didnt help he

became even more eccentric and more neurotic. So laughing

kind of avoided him when could.

DO YOU THINK THAT YOUR JEWISHNESS WAS AFFECTED DURING

THESE YEARS YOUR FAMILY WAS DEVOUT FAMILY...

No they were not. My mother came from an Orthodox

mean my father was would say Jewish-illiterate. He came

from very assimilated family didnt know much about

anything. In England at that time it wasnt really

possible to follow even if they had wanted to which

dont know if they did to follow Jewish things. mean

you rather doubt there was Jewish prayer books or things

like that available very easily or matzos or anything.

think they just were struggling with survival and much less

with their Jewishness. It gave me sense of identity by

exclusion rather than inclusion became kind of militant

about being Jewish eventually as an adult. But at the time

think that was secondary.

mean they were struggling to find place to live

place food to eat just keeping it together.

DO YOU KNOW WHETHER OR NOT YOUR PARENTS WERE IN TOUCH

WITH THEIR RELATIVES STILL BACK IN MUNICH

think for period of time short period of time

there was still some mail. It was still possible although
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it wasnt regular and it wasnt 100% that you could get of

course there were no phones but think my mother still had

mail links with her family. Which stopped.

DO YOU RECALL WHEN

Probably 42.

DO YOU HAVE ANY SENSE YOURE STILL PRETTY YOUNG AT THIS

POINT ANY SENSE OF KNOWING WHEN YOU PARENTS WERE AWARE THAT

PERHAPS THE RELATIVES BACK IN MUNICH HAD BEEN TAKEN AWAY

Well think in 42. think that my mother was very

upset it was clear that her brothers and her mother had

been taken away. She was aware of that. She didnt know

their fate no one knew their fate actually mean we still

dont know for sure what happened to them. Of course they

died but we dont know when or the circumstances or where

because there arent any survivors from those places. My

mother had close friend nonJewish friend Paula Lawton

was her name and she corresponded with Paula for many years

after the war even. She and Paula wrote letters and

think Paula wrote to my mother that her mother and brothers

had been taken away and then my mother knew for sure. And

that was probably 42. think everyone was aware at that

point that the German Jewish community was sentenced to

death.

Although dont know if this was acknowledged in the

United States.

AND YOU STILL DONT KNOW WHERE THEY WERE TAKEN

Well my grandmother on my mothers side was taken to
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Theresienstadt thats Teratsin and she undoubtedly died

there. Whether she was killed or she simply died of

starvation or just the difficulties of being there we dont

know. And the brothers were never heard from again. One of

them was retarded and Im sure he didnt last very long.

The other one we dont know were making the assumption

that they did not survive very long but we dont really

know.

DO YOU KNOW HOW YOU BECAME AWARE OF OR WHEN YOU BECAME

AWARE OF YOUR GRANDMOTHERS FATE IN THERESIENSTADT

No dont know. think when the war was over it was

very clear that she was no longer alive. She would have

been at that point 75 and theres just no way she could

have survived. Some relatives did survive have cousin

Max Rothschild whose son actually was in the Bay Area and

he lives in New Jersey right now hes rabbi. He survived

in hiding in Holland. Oh forgot to bring Ill have to

mail it to you theres some very wonderful letters that he

wrote after the liberation of Holland to the family

because no one knew whether he was alive or dead he wrote

some letters detailing his experiences in Holland. Hes

writer and hes published some books or some articles at

least on his experiences.

YOU HAD SEVERAL COUSINS. IN GENERAL WAY DO YOU KNOW

WHAT BECAME OF MOST OF THEM

Well the two cousins on my fathers side Hannah and

Elsie Wolfe converted to Christianity and lived with
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Christian families and they lived in Holland and when my

husband and went to Holland in 1956 we were married at

that time and we looked them up. And we persuaded them to

come to the United States we felt they would have more of

future in the United States. My cousin Max the one who was

underground in Holland and who had been saved by righteous

Gentile farmer who took in many many young Jewish teenagers

survived and hes now in the United States. And his two

sisters well one lives in Israel but she had come to the

United States went to Israel in 48 and the other sister

lives in Seattle. So theyre also cousins. And the Stems

are not really cousins but consider them cousins. And

Tom as said lives in San Francisco and the other two live

in Amsterdam.

The two Gentile cousins still live in the United

States one lives in New York shes nurse and the other

one now is retired and lives in Boulder oh Denver excuse

me Denver Colorado.

LETS FIND OUT NOW HOW WHEN AND HOW YOU WITH YOUR

PARENTS CANE TO THIS COUNTRY.

Well we had lived in Wales for almost years South

Wales. My father was county health officer for

Camathenshire County and ran the hospital for infectious

diseases between 41 and 45 and at the end of the war

the doctor who he replaced who had been drafted came back

so his position which was an interim position which seemed

permanent but was really an interim position ended. And my
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mother had two brothers in the United States and they urged

us to come to the United States rather than they felt there

were more opportunities dont know if that was true or

not but they had tremendous sense of urgency about

rejoining whatever remnant of the family that was left. My

parents both of them would have preferred to go to Israel

but in 45 there was no Israel. There was Palestine of

course it was an embargo there was no way to get to Israel

and so after four fairly benign years in Wales we came to

the United States.

Now want to tell little bit about the Welsh

residency. That was actually fairly good the Welsh were

pretty much ignorant of the Jews they really had never

experienced Jew before. They didnt really care they

needed doctor and there were happy to get one good one.

The first day went to school in Wales was an interesting

experience for me. The schoolchildren they were miners

children most of the people who lived in this town were

either miners or they were farmers had never seen Jew

before and they just thought Jews had horns and the first

day of school they felt my forehead and had no

understanding why they were doing this thought this was

bizarre custom. It didnt bother me particularly but

just didnt understand it. Later on when they spoke

Welsh at that time the schools were run in Welsh after the

war they started being in English. But we spoke Welsh in

the schools and didnt know Welsh at the time so didnt
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understand what was going on but basically they were

feeling for my horns.

But we were fairly well accepted. They were not anti

Semitic they were puzzled. think the best way to express

what they felt was just puzzlement about these people. And

it was Baptist village. My father being doctor

professional gave him certain amount of status. You know

the British are elite the doctor and the minister and the

teacher the miners the workers were all. .so we were often

invited to dinner at the ministers house or with the local

professional people. And went to school. It was an

interesting situation--my parents actually joined the

Baptist Church there not because of any kind of religious

faith but because they felt it was good to be part of the

community and that was good way of being part of the

community. They expected the doctor you know the whole

community expected one to be part of the community so we

did we went weekly.

THERE WAS NO JEWISH COMMUNITY NOR ANY SYNAGOGUE

Certainly not. There were some Jews who lived in the

nearest town which was Fenefi was about miles away.

doubt that there was synagogue but there were some Jews

there and think there was synagogue in the town called

Swanzee which was little further away was larger town.

But because of rationing of gasoline people couldnt really

travel. And my father because he was doctor had an

allowance but think that was meant to be to go with an
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ambulance or to make house calls and it wasnt really meant

to be used privately. So we never did in fact go there

socially. think was in Cwathen few times on some

reason or other.

DID YOU AND YOUR PARENTS FIND WELSH DIFFICULT TO LEARN

Difficult to learn My parents never really

accomplished that. spoke Welsh in school. Ive forgotten

it to my regret. Im sure it was difficult to learn but

when one is young it wasnt that difficult. It was

strict school but it was one of these kinds of situations

where although the teacher was strict they were also loving.

Simultaneously its very strange thing. In America its

just the other way around think the teachers are very

permissive but theyre not loving. So it was kind of

strange situation. We were caned and we were it was very

strict but dont remember the teachers as being mean it

seems strange. think was treated better than the other

children because was the doctors daughter which of

course wasnt fair and didnt make me loved by the other

children. And they were very happy one day when got

caned. Not because they were happy that got caned but

because wasnt specially privileged anymore. must have

been brat.

IN WHAT YEAR WHEN YOU AND YOUR PARENTS CANE TO THIS

COUNTRY WHERE DID YOU START WHERE DID YOU LIVE WHEN YOU

FIRST CANE

Well we came to the United States in 1945. And we left
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the way we left was rather interesting. Of course we came

by boat and at that time there was still military activity

in the North Atlantic so there were mines and so forth and

of course the war in the Pacific was still going on so any

kind of ship movement was kept secret. They didnt publish

departure dates. So one had to be ready if you bought

passage on ship you didnt know ahead of time when that

ship was going to leave because that would have been

military secret. So we my mother being always ready was

ready to go. And we were informed that there was ship

leaving the next day you got very little notice. And the

family that really would have been booked on it werent

ready so we got their place. And the name of the boat was

the Covina and the very next voyage she was sunk she was

hit by mine and sunk. So it was kind of fortuitous that

we got on that show. We went in convoy the convoy went

all over the world it went all the way down to the Azores

and up we finally landed in Halifax it was three week

trip from Liverpool to Halifax which should be six day

trip but since it zigzagged and went in the big convoy it

took long time.

So that was quite journey actually. We landed in

Halifax and we took train from Halifax to New York. And

thats where we entered well we probably entered at the

border but we kind of entered into America in New York

45.

DID YOU LIVE THERE
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Yes we did. We were met at the boat by my mothers

younger brother and we stayed for few days in their

apartment and then we got an absolutely horrendous room in

brownstone multifamilyapartment it was single

apartment with many families. Living in this horrendous

apartment it was not pleasant situation. It was

railroad do you know what railroad apartment is Well

you had to go from one room to another. So there were many

families living in this apartment and we had one of the

ones sort of halfway so people were continually streaming

back and forth through this and of course there was

shared kitchen and shared toilet it was not good

situation.

My father was trying to get his American license to

practice medicine there was lot of anti-Semitism from the

AMA. They could recognize Jewish doctor from just the

handwriting because you know the Germans have this peculiar

handwriting. Also by name the name game. And he had

hard time. So my mother became she got some laboring jobs

she was domestic and then she sewed some hats and then

she became masseuse and they sent me well it was pretty

grim to school. And thats where first encountered my

first real antiSemitism must say that remember it

was horrendous. In New York.

IN GRADE SCHOOL OR WHAT LEVEL WERE YOU THERE

In grade school. must have been around fifth grade.

went to school was given test placement test my
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English was very inadequate had been of course in

completely different school system so was completely out

of synch with whatever was expected in the United States.

was very far ahead of them but we learned our sums in

metric or the British pound system and here the problems

were stated in American system and failed this test. And

was put in class for the mentally retarded mean they

had absolutely no imagination about treating child with

different cultural background. And so that was very

humiliating to me.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO RECOVER ACCLIMATIZE TO

THAT SITUATION

dont think ever became acclimatized.

HOW DID THE WHAT WERE THE ANTI-SEMITIC MANIFESTATIONS

Well first of all felt that the way they administered

this test was really dont know whether they were just

ignorant or whether this was anti-Semitic but that was one

situation. Other situations were for example when was in

school remember class Mrs. Kirk was her name the

teacher she at that time it was just around the time of the

birth of Israel and she would ask questions about the

Middle East and would raise my hand and she never would

call on me. She never would call on me. And then of course

would get graded down for not participating in class that

kind of thing. And then she would say untruths about

Israel you know why dont the Jews fight for their own

state you know why do they ask for of course she never
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mentioned there was an embargo we couldnt ship anything

we couldnt get there. Ships were deflected to Cypress

diverted to Cypress. mean it was just total

misinformation and would raise my hand vigorously and of

course she wouldnt call me those kinds of things

happened... Of course the children were very bad the

children were terrible. Theyd pee on me. went to

school where Catholic school fed into this school that

is the children had been in Catholic school and then they

fed into the public school at that point. And after school

would have to walk gauntlet they would just line up

the boys and they would just pee and would have to walk

through it. That kind of thing. They would tear up my

Hebrew School homework. It was vicious.

WAS THIS IN BROOKLYN DID YOU SAY

No. first came to New York. never was in Brooklyn.

This was in Manhattan. lived on originally 77th Street

and then life became so difficult in New York that my mother

and father sent me to the Boston area where had an uncle.

This is my mothers sisters husband who remarried. The

sister died of this endocarditis in the early 30s and he

had remarried and he had reestablished himself in the Boston

area. And my parents were having such hard time that they

sent me to live with my uncle and his new wife my aunt and

their two children who were at that point my cousin Hannah

was 18 she was started college and my Eve was 15 or so and

she was in high school. So lived with them for two years.
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was really hopping around from situation to situation.

AND EVENTUALLY WHERE DID YOUR PARENTS ULTIMATELY SETTLE

AND DID YOUR FATHER GET HIS LICENSE

Yes he did. They settled in Manhattan. The first six

years were very difficult. My father would take his

American Medical licensing exam that is the New York State

medical licensing exam three times year thats what you

were allowed three times in year and then you couldnt

and he failed always. And he did it six years six or

seven years or maybe even longer than that. We came in

45 married in 56 think he finally in 54 he passed.

And think that was manifestation of the antiSemitism of

the AMA. Jewish doctors had hard time passing although

they knew lot those doctors they were very well trained.

They had hard time passing their licensing exam.

My dad was able to get temporary license though.

This is the way they exploited them. They wouldnt give

them license regular one theyd give them temporary

license to work in really undesirable jobs. So he worked in

the welfare island you know welfare island Its in the

river guess its the East River which separates

Manhattan from is it the Bronx Or Brooklyn Anyway the

East River. There are two islands and one of thems called

Welfare Island. There were two hospitals on this island.

One is hospital for contagious diseases for indigents and

the other one is terminal cancer facility also for

indigent people. So he worked there because they needed
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doctors so theyd give them temporary licenses.

And during that time he was trying to pass his American

licensing exam.

PICK UP YOUR LIFE THEN IN BOSTON FOR TWO YEARS AND

THEN...

Well my life in Boston was unremarkable. lived with

my uncle and aunt and their two children and went to

grade school and junior high school and think in the

home it was all right. felt the Boston Irish were not

very sympathetic to the Jewish children so that was

difficult situation for me. That part of it. But the home

life was quite reasonable.

HOW DID YOU PROGRESS INTO YOUR COLLEGE CAREER AND

ULTIMATELY INTO YOUR...

Well after two years in the Boston area it was

specifically Malden Massachusetts which is about miles

from Boston. After years in Boston was sent back home

to live with my parents because they had gotten somewhat

established although not very. We still lived in very

unpleasant living situation but it wasnt railroad

apartment anymore. It was charitable description would be

studio apartment but it wasnt really studio apartment.

It was single room with shared bathroom and kitchen but

it was at least private room and no one went through that

room. So was sent to live with them and went to

junior high school which hated. It was called Joan of Arc

Junior High School and didnt fit in. frankly didnt
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fit in. just didnt feel like part of it. And was

very unhappy and made very ...trying to search for the

right word here made career decision or life

decision at this point that the way was going to make it

was through education and it had to be in the sciences

because felt they were least subject to discrimination.

Things like Political Science or the mooshier areas felt

could be very discriminated against. In science you can

make your mark mean its harder to argue with fact than

an opinion so became very determined to go in that

direction. Also hated racism so decided to study

genetics because wanted to very much go in direction

where could fight racism as German racism.

And so applied against oh yes this was maybe anti-

Semitic or maybe just this teacher didnt like me but there

was high school at that time you may have heard of it

Bronx High School of Science No You havent heard of

the Bronx High School of Science Best high school in the

world. It my class had Nobel laureates can you believe

in Physics. Anyway decided to go to Bronx Science. Now

at that time it was an all boys school and was determined

to go there. And of course you could only apply there if

you were recommended by your teacher but my teacher didnt

recommend me. Partly because was girl and partly

because was Jewish or partly whatever her reasons.

But didnt go to school the day of the entrance

examinations went to Science to take my entrance
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examination and my name of course wasnt on the list because

hadnt been recommended but said there must have been

mistake and could they let me take the exam And they let

me take it and got in. And that really was turning

point in my life. That was the year they started taking

women or girls. It had been an all boys school at that

point. And then my life really picked up.

WHAT HAPPENED AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

Well first of all let me tell you high school Before

after high school. Bronx Science was 98% Jewish. And it

was safe place. Not that the kids were necessarily so

Jewish they probably werent they were probably Communist.

You know how New York was at that time. But people were

accepted on the basis of merit. You either did well in

school or you didnt do well in school and everybody there

did well in school and how you were accepted was how well

you did. So it didnt matter if you had big nose or if

your English wasnt perfect or you had an accent or

whatever. If you did well in Math you were one of the kids.

So was very happy. And it was real turning point in my

life it really picked up.

YOU DID WELL

Yeah well of course did well by absolute standards

didnt do well by Bronx Science standards because everybody

there was brilliant so wasnt shining star among the

kids in Science because everybody was already up there so

was probably one of the lower ones there. But on an
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absolute scale suppose did all right.

And first went to City College at that time it was

called City College of course now its called City

University of New York. went to City College and my

parents were still living in the city at that time so was

able to go to City College. Could have glass of water

Break

went to City College which was again lot of Jewish

kids in City College and that was happy time for me.

felt very comfortable there and accepted and liked it.

was majoring in Math and PreMed that was my orientation

although wasnt really planning to go to medical school

but thats what was taking Biology and sciences. And

was living at home and commuting but at that point my

father had gotten position at Middletown State Mental

Hospital as resident psychiatrist because they needed

psychiatrists so he had moved to Middletown. My mother

still kept our little apartment in New York but knew that

shed be moving into Middletown pretty soon so knew that

couldnt continue at City College unless either had my

own apartment...well knew that it wasnt going to be

possible because it was only for city residents. And at

that point my very closest friend from high school had gone

to Cornell and she suggested to me that apply to Cornell

which did and was accepted. So even though was very

happy at City College did transfer then in my junior year

to Cornell. And spent my junior and senior year at
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Cornell.

Now at that time Cornell was just beginning to break

away from its Jewish quota. It still had an unofficial

quota and the way they exercised that is by first of all

eliminating certain geographical areas and not taking not

accepting applicants from geographical areas where lot of

Jews lived by the name situation and so on. So that was

certain kind of antiSemitism in the selection process.

think it didnt affect me as much as transfer student.

think that worked more in the Freshmen. When all these

Freshmen come in they try to divvy up the class so many

from the Bronx so many from Brooklyn so many from upstate

and so on. But as transfer students think they didnt

look at that so much so somehow that worked for me. It

didnt work for me but at least it didnt work against me.

And guess my aversion to affirmative action and quotas and

that whole business stems very much from this

IS ITHACA NEAR MIDDLETOWN

No its not. Ithaca is upstate its up in the

Fingerlakes region and its probably about 250 miles from

Middletown.

YOU WERE NOT WITH YOUR FANILY THEN ANYMORE

No my mother had then moved to Middletown my father

eventually did get his license and lived in Ithaca my

junior and senior year in dorm. Women had to live in

dorms in those days. We were locked up at 10 oclock.

AFTER CORNELL WHAT HAPPENED
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took my degree in Microbiology with the emphasis in

Genetics which is what wanted. had happy time at

Cornell. met Hugh at Cornell he was graduate student

in the physics department. Cornell was hotbed of anti-

Semitism. There were lot of fraternities around the

school fraternities and sororities they were would say

Republican wealthy young men and women who had very little

life experience and they were quite bigoted and very had

very little understanding of history. But retreated into

more academic areas and my favorite outlets were things like

hiking club and folk dancing at Hillel and Jewish

activities at that time it was just after Israel became

state was an ardent Zionist was always involved with

Zionist things. So was very active at Cornell both as

student and politically.

met Hugh who admired because of his political

opinions and he wasnt Jewish which was big problem but

married him anyway against my parents wishes. As matter

of fact Hugh got fellowship to go to Fuibright to go to

Germany to study at Heidelberg and this was very difficult

situation for me because then had to decide whether

would go back to Germany or not. And did. So was in

Germany in 1956 for year.

YOU WERE MARRIED AT THAT TIME

Well we got married in Germany.

AND THAT WAS ONE YEAR

Yes one year.
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AND DID YOU ENCOUNTER WHAT YOU EXPECTED TO FIND IN

GERMANY

Well of course nobody was anti-Semitic. Why they would

be appalled at the very suggestion No we never did

anything like that. They never heard of it they didnt

know about the camps they didnt know about the Holocaust

they denied and they were just appalled they didnt know

any such thing happened. And it was very frightening

experience for me actually. speak German quite fluently

and lots of times would pass for German would just

start speaking German no one would know but so would

probe and it was very interesting thing. Ten years

before they would have known German by the shape of her

nose they would have put you in camp because you had

big nose. At that point they didnt recognize that was

Jewish. It didnt occur to them. It just was very strange.

DID YOU FIND MANY JEWS IN GERMANY

Oh no none Hugh was at the university in Heidelberg

and certainly there werent any Jewish students that were

German Jewish students. dont know if there were any

Fulbright students who were Jewish its possible but

didnt know any. They were some Jews in Heidelberg because

that was the site of some American military see think it

was the headquarters at the time and Im sure there were

some Jewish military people but we werent part of the

military we were students. So there would be no reason for

me to go to any of their functions it wouldnt have been
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possible. So lived student life with Hugh went to

the medical school for year as nonmatriculated student

and took courses in Biochemistry and Physiology. And the

Genetics course cause was fascinated to see what the

Germans with their eugenic nonsense and with the whole

genetics being in such disarray in Germany at that point

what they would actually teach. And they were trying to get

genetics back on their feet. But there had been whole

generation of students who had not studied proper genetics.

So specifically took that course to find out what was

being taught.

DID YOU GO BACK TO MUNICH AT ALL

Certainly went back to the olthesheim went to

where my grandmother had lived went to Dachau. We had

quite an itinerary Hugh and we made point of visiting

as many places as possible that had some relevance to the

Jewish community. At that time there was museum of Jewish

artifacts in Munich where most of these things had been

stolen from Jews actually. And went there and had

list from my mother and found some of our own personal

property and sued for it and got it. just said this

belongs to us. And just blasted my way in with lot of

chutzpa and said this is our kiddish cup and this caine

from our home know the initials and can tell you the

inscription and so forth and was able to get some of

these items. And interviewed lot of Germans.

FOR WHAT PURPOSE
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My own personal purpose. just wanted to find out

where were they what were they doing what did they think

what were their opinions what if any remorse did they have

what were they going to do about it

WHAT WERE SOME OF THE RESULTS OF THAT

Well it was very disappointing. mean for the most

part people simply said they never knew anything. That was

what we ran into most of the time. Or well German built the

Autobahn Hitler built the Autobahn he was really good

after all he put the economy back on its feet. As if those

were the major issues. It was appalling.

EVEN FROM PEOPLE WHO WERE OLD ENOUGH TO HAVE TAKEN PART

IN ALL OF IT DID YOU FIND ANY OF THEM ADMITTING THAT THEY

KNEW WHAT WAS GOING ON

No Germans have way of being very polite. Theyre

very polite people socially and they did but had some

very interesting encounters. We went to wed brought some

slides of the United States we thought that would be an

interesting thing to bring along so we brought some slides

and we showed them. We were invited to one home and as we

were showing our slides we had to prop up our slide

projector it didnt have screw up feet so we just balanced

it on some books and of all things theyd have they had

Mein Kampf couldnt believe that they would do that

that they would number one be so insensitive it just was

appalling it was the right thickness right to put under

that slide projector which blew fuse interesting.
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mean it was just coincidence but it was kind of symbolic.

And made comment said well what did you expect from

this book And you know blank like what are you

talking about Such insensitivity. Unbelievable.

THIS WAS IN 1956

56. One of the people we visited well we became very

good friends with some students and they were not anti-

Semitic and they were appalled by this whole history but

some of their family members were of the old school. They

didnt ever admit to be Nazis but one of them actually

published newspaper in Munich which was frank right-

wing Nazi paper still. Still in publication today mean

he was publisher. So we did meet some of course no he

never did know anything about this. But we brought some

issues back.

Our landlord at Kahbi complained lot about the war

and how he suffered which was not very much because

Heidelberg was never bombed but apparently he felt he

suffered great deal. It was fascinating it was very

fascinating experience.

HAVE YOU BEEN TO GERMANY SINCE

Yes we were. My husband Hugh had another Fuibright in

63 and we went to India and on the way back he was

lecturing at the Max Planck Institute in Garthing which is

near Munich and we spent another summer at the we call it

Max Plasma the Plasma Physics Institute which is the Max

Planck Institute. At that point it was little easier
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talking to people about it. think the younger people had

started growing up and we had some good in depth

conversations.

DO YOU RECALL WHETHER MEIN KANPF WAS BANNED AFTER THE

WAR IT WAS REQUIRED OWNERSHIP OF COURSE DURING HITLER

DAYS BUT DO RECALL IF IT WAS BANNED...

dont recall. Maybe it was and maybe it wasnt.

would imagine lot of people trashed it because Im sure

lot of people really couldnt stand it. But obviously some

people still had their copies. And some people still had

records you know those Hitler propaganda records that

Goebbels put out They still had their records but they

considered them museum pieces at that point they werent

particularly proud of them. remember that after the war

it was very hard to get records and in order to get new

record you had to give in an old record what theyd do

theyd paste another label on one of those old Hitler

records and trade it in something like Tchaikovsky

something or other and trade it in. So you didnt find too

many of them. Of course at that point just wasnt playing

games anymore said was Jewish was survivor and

would say that to anybody right up front and kind of dare

them to come up with their response.

DID YOU GET ANY INTERESTING REACTIONS

No not really. mean these people were at this point

another generation they had grown up after the war and

think they really were generally appalled if they were
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politically conscious at all.

DO YOU THINK NOW THERE IS GREAT CURIOSITY AMONG THE

YOUNGER GENERATION OF GERMANS ABOUT THAT BLANK SPOT IN

THEIR

really dont know havent been to Germany since

63 so dont know whats going on there now so cant

speak to that. think there are some Germans who are now

questioning that. read book fairly recently book

written by woman whose name dont recall at the moment

and the title is What did you do in the war daddy And

what she did was interview her father and lot of people in

her fathers generation to find out what they did in the

war. So think that they are looking at that but dont

know first hand havent been there. Were going to

Germany this summer to East Germany Rostock. Hugh is

going to meeting there and then Ill find out.

WANT TO TAKE YOU BACK MOMENT TO AT THE END OF

CORNELL DID YOU GO FOR THE YEAR IN GERMANY AT HEIDELBERG AT

THAT POINT

Yes well Hugh had Fulbright fellowship and was

there with him and to pass my time took courses at

Heidelberg but had already been accepted as graduate

student here in Berkeley. So had written to Berkeley and

asked if could defer my admission for one year which they

allowed me to do so spent the year there at the

university.

AND THEN CAME BACK TO BERXELEY
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Well initially we went back to Cornell where Hugh had to

finish up his degree and then we came to Berkeley and was

graduate student at Berkeley between 57 and 61. In

Genetics Microbiology and Genetics.

WAS HE WORKING FOR THE UNIVERSITY

Hugh has been an employee of the Livermore Lab the

Lawrence Livermore Lab since 1957. So he is working for the

University because the university administers the weapons

labs but in fact hes not really working for the

university not in faculty sense.

WHAT DOES HE..

Hes physicist.

DOES HE WORK ON ANY SPECIAL PROJECTS YOU WANT TO

MENTION

He has never worked on weapons related work directly.

His field is Astrophysics he is interested in the physics

of stellar interiors the physics of stars and of course as

you know the interior of nuclear explosions isnt that

different from the interior of stars so some of that

physics is of interest to Livermore but hes never worked

on weapons design. He considers his role to be an internal

critic of the weapons establishment and he writes

prolifically on that subject and has been an active

dissident and been very much in touch with congressmen and

senators and the press spoke... TAPE ENDS
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VERY QUICKLY THEN BRING YOURSELF UP AFTER YOU LEFT THE

UNIVERSITY AT CALIFORNIA WHERE YOU WORK NOW AND BRING

YOURSELF UP TO DATE.

While was graduate student had two children two

boys and then subsequently daughter and worked at the

University for several years after finished my graduate

work in the Bacteriology Department doing Bacterial

Genetics. And then my husband Hugh got another Fuibright

fellowship to India so had to leave my job and went to

India with him. And when returned continued working at

the University at the Donner Lab dont know if youre

familiar with the Donner Lab. Its part of the Berkeley

radiation lab. Again was working in the area of microbial

genetics viral genetics. And then after had another

child and then my mother became ill in New York and spent

year going back and forth during her final illness and

had to quit my job and take care of those situations.

And then there was difficulty in getting more jobs.

There was all of sudden no more grant money and it was

very difficult so didnt work for number of years. Hugh

got another sabbatical leave and we went to the University

of Iowa for year and guess you would say was
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Housewife/mother/person for awhile. And then when came

back very interesting must tell the story. decided to

change directions from being research scientist to being

to working with people. decided would like to go in the

area of genetic counseling. This was new field at that

time. The technique called amniocentesis had just been

developed and perfected and it was possible to test

prenatally for certain genes that were deleterious genes.

There was new field and the University of California was

initiating new Department of Genetic Counseling. And

thought that with my genetics background and the fact that

had had children that would be an interesting switch of

careers. wanted to make career change. applied and

wasnt accepted. tried to find out why. Initially was

told that they were more interested in people who had been

counselors people who were trained in counseling

techniques to teach them some genetics so that they could

deal with the medical situations they were in. Rather than

take people who knew genetics and teach them counseling

techniques. So that was their orientation which thought

was stupid but nevertheless that was what they decided.

reapplied the second year and wrote an essay and

my essay was .. which was supposed to be personal essay

obviously used as my own personal experience first of

all that my uncle was Downs child and that the state in

Germany had decreed euthanasia program and that had

very strong feelings about genetic counseling that the
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state could not in any way interfere with persons

personal decision in terms of abortion or carrying child

through to term. That was very big point with me because

felt very strongly that whatever kind of genetic

counseling there should be it should be private

situation. And second part of my essay had to do with the

Tay-Sachs situation which was using as model. It turned

out Im Tay-Sachs positive carrier. found that out

because was tested mainly because was interested in

getting my congregation which is Beth-El to have all the

people tested. felt then as geneticist should go

first to show people what it was like and to counsel them if

necessary about what it meant and found out was

carrier. So wrote in my essay that was carrier and

felt it was very important had faced personally writing

letters to my relatives saying that was carrier

therefore they should be tested and find out if they were.

You know TaySachs is limited almost completely to the

Jewish community not completely but almost.

So said had personally experienced two genetic

diseases within my family both being linked to one the

Holocaust and one to Jewish disease and felt that

could with sensitivity deal with these kinds of situations.

And was not accepted and wrote challenge to my

application. wanted to challenge why was not accepted

wanted to find out from them what the challenge was. And

was told and should have kept this unfortunately
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tore it up was told that the reason wasnt accepted was

because was too involved with my own ethnic identity. Can

you imagine such statement It is so purely racist

cannot believe it. If black is involved with their roots

mean thats considered wonderful youre supposed to be

involved with your ethnic identity. If they had written

about sickle cell or some such disease alethemia but if

Jew does that then its not all right. It was very

outrageous. guess it was the most direct incident of

antiSemitism ever experienced as scientist. just

couldnt believe it. And didnt challenge it just felt

that if they didnt want me didnt want them. But

should have challenged it should have taken it to the

Bnai Brith or something. It was just horrendous.

YOU WORK NOW...

am working at Cetus Corporation its biotechnology

company in Exneryville and Im working in the cancer

clinical trials. Cetus makes has developed series of

immunotherapeutic drugs which are cancertherapeutic drugs

and work in the clinical biology department which has

recently be renamed the department of medical affairs and

work in the clinical biology department doing immunology.

MAY ASK YOU WERE AT THE VERY END TO QUICKLY TELL ME

THE MAIDEN NAME OF YOUR MOTHER AND TO TELL ME SAY DISTINCTLY

AND CLEARLY THE NAMES OF HER MOTHER AND THE TWO SIBLINGS WHO

HAVE DISAPPEARED.

Right. My mothers maiden name is Katzenstein and her
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name was Elizabeth called Betty. Her two sons were Paul

and Robert and the three of them died. My fathers sister

was of course my fathers family name was Kalter but she

married Wolfe or Wolf Regina no that was his mothers

name anyway she had two daughters Hannah and Elsie but

they survived. But she did not and her husband did not.

Otto Wolfe.

COUPLE OF PLACE NAMES IF YOU CAN RECALL. DO YOU KNOW

THE NAME OF THE TOWN OF YOUR FATHERS BIRTH OR IF ITS TOO

SMALL THE CITY THAT IT NEAR IN WHAT IS NOW POLAND

think the name of my fathers town of birth was

Sheschou and Im probably inispronouncing it but will

find it out and will phone you and give it to you.

AND DO YOU KNOW THE NAME OF THE TOWN IN HOLLAND WHERE

YOU FIRST AWAKENED AT THE AGE OF FOUR..

It was most probably Amsterdam and can find that out

too. If it wasnt Amsterdam it was Rotterdam but it was

probably Amsterdam.

DID YOU BRING YOU MENTIONED BIRTH CERTIFICATE

You know found out Im just so disappointed not to be

able to bring it but can mail it or meet you sometime and

give it to you but it turns out we have safety deposit

box and think all these items are in there and didnt

realize it this morning when was looking for it.

ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE DOCUMENT THAT YOU

MIGHT HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE ACTUALLY THEY WOULD NEED TO BE

PHOTOGRAPHED
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Well we would make xerox of them and mail it to you.

would like to submit to this project my cousin Maxs

letters right after the liberation of Holland theyre

beautifully written they have lot of detail and hes

sensitive writer and they would be very valuable.

AND HE WAS CONCEALED IN HOLLAND DURING THE WAR Yes

AND HE WROTE THE LETTERS

Afterwards to his parents his father after the war was

over when he was liberated he wrote describing his

experience. Hes still alive yes.

WHERE IS HE

Hes in well he lives in River Edge New Jersey.

AND HOW MANY LETTERS ARE THERE

Oh dont know how many there are. have or at

home that were the first that he wrote and theyre

particularly poignant because they describe his feelings of

being liberated.

AND WHICH LANGUAGE ARE THEY IN

Theyre in English. Hes linguist.

THEY SHOULD BE OF COURSE XEROXED

Oh absolutely Im sorry forgot to bring them. But

will send them to you.

THINK THE PROJECT WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THEM.

Yes well Ill ask him first of all if hes willing and

have his permission and will submit them to you.

THINK THATS ALL HAVE UNLESS YOU HAVE FINAL

STATEMENT THAT YOU WANT TO MAKE OR ANY PARTICULAR POINT THAT
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YOU WANT TO BRING UP PERHAPS JUST HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT ALL

THIS

Well think its very important project and Im

really pleased that you are doing such project. think

its terribly important to get witnesses think theres

still people who dont believe the Holocaust happened and

its terribly important to put these remembrances down so

laud you for this effort.

YOU MUST OR NOT PERHAPS TELL ME... HAVE YOU ANY

LINGERING PERSONAL PROBLEMS COME FROM EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

THAT RESULT FROM YOUR EXPERIENCES AS SURVIVOR AS CHILD

IN GERMANY WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU AND YOUR PARENTS

Well dont have any health problems. did have

cancer but thats totally independent. Emotional problems

its hard to sort out what is an emotional problem due to

any of these experiences or what is simply my German

heritage. think having German background leads to lot

of emotional problems. Im not fan of Germany. So have

lot of problems with authority Im easily intimidated by

authority figures lot of insecurities but dont know

if thats particularly related to the Holocaust it could

have just been my temperament and my self my identity so

the answer is really no Im lucky Im relatively unscarred.

DID YOUR PARENTS CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE BEFORE ALL

THIS GOOD GERMAN CITIZENS

Very much so. think they would have been very

offended if anyone had suggested otherwise. think my
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father was quintessential German he was more German than

the Germans he fought in the first World War and he was

law-abiding and think he was very assimilated German.

And think he was very surprised that the fact that he had

been loyal patriotic German didnt count for anything.

My mother Yeah guess she was just an ordinary German

just like we are Americans and we dont necessarily approve

of our governments policies necessarily we dont maybe

approve of what went on in Vietnam or Central America but

nevertheless think that most of my friends consider

themselves Americans. Maybe critical but still definitely

Americans. So think in that sense they felt themselves to

be Germans. At that time not any more.

DO YOU THINK YOUR POLITICAL VIEWS NOW WHICH

UNDERSTAND TO BE PRO-DISARMAMENT DO YOU FEEL YOUR POLITICAL

VIEWS NOW ARE SHAPED BY YOUR EXPERIENCES AS VERY SMALL

CHILD

Absolutely. Im not pro-disarmament Im for nuclear

test ban treaty. Im not so naive to think we live in such

an ideal world that we can be disarmed. My choice of

profession which is genetics is because abhor racism. My

efforts in all kinds of social and political activities in

terms of the earth and the environment and general

understanding of the world definitely are shaped by my

believe in human rights thing thats the most important

right. think human rights are primary more than some of

the civil rights we have to work for that so definitely my
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personal experiences have shown me that we have to work for

these things fight for them everywhere.

ONE LAST QUESTION. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE

POSSIBILITY OF REUNIFIED GERMANY

In terms of military threat really dont see maybe

Im being naive but really dont see that theres

strong military threat. think Germany is very very

successful right now economically not like in the 30s when

it was very vulnerable because of the inflation and the post

World War problems. think there is united now within

couple of years there will be totally united Europe.

Im not political scientist and as said havent been

back in Germany for awhile. dont think that there is

military threat from Germany. think theres tremendous

amount of nationalism in Europe especially central Europe

maybe even Eastern Europe. If anything possibly the

unification of Germany might push the East Germans to face

up to the Holocaust more than they have been before. So

maybe that will be good outcome. think there will

always be anti-Semitism but dont think reunification is

going to affect it one way or another. Its hard to know.

Are you talking about military threat or anti-Semitism

THREAT TO THE GENERAL PEACE AND WELFARE AND THEN

THREAT PERHAPS SPECIFICALLY TO JEWS. ITS QUESTION...

think that the Germans are so much in the limelight

right now that they couldnt possibly afford very overt

antiSemitic acts. What would like to see Germany do it
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was suggested by Amy Louzelas its not my idea Id like

to see at the major universities maybe department of

Holocaust studies. Fellowships for students to do theses

and research on that international conferences where this

would be investigated not only the Holocaust but as it

would apply to other genocidal situations like in Cambodia

or unfortunately many other places in the world. So to show

their good will and their sincerity would like to see

some positive actions not just lack of anti-Semitism or

lack of aggression but actual institution of ...maybe they

should have leadership role right now and use their

experience to teach the world something. hope itll come

to pass.

YOU SAID YOU RECOVERED FEW PERSONAL ITEMS IN MUNICH

FROM MUSEUM. DID YOUR PARENTS OR HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED

ANY KIND OF REPARATIONS FOR THE LOSS WHATEVER IT WAS YOU

LOST IN MUNICH

Im trying to remember think they filed for some

reparations. think my mother got very small stipend

because she had been an employee and her job was terminated

and as such she got small stipend. It was miniscule it

wasnt enough to bother with but symbolically it meant

something. was too young to get any reparations myself

my education wasnt interrupted. think those children

whose education was interrupted were given reparations but

was not.

ANYTHING ELSE AT ALL
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No think we covered it.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

Thank you very much.a pleasure.
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VERY QUICKLY THEN BRING YOURSELF UP AFTER YOU LEFT THE

UNIVERSITY AT CALIFORNIA WHERE YOU WORK NOW AND BRING

YOURSELF UP TO DATE.

While was graduate student had two children two

boys and then subsequently daughter and worked at the

University for several years after finished my graduate

work in the Bacteriology Department doing Bacterial

Genetics. And then my husband Hugh got another Fulbright

fellowship to India so had to leave my job and went to

India with him. And when returned continued working at

the University at the Donner Lab dont know if youre

familiar with the Donner Lab. Its part of the Berkeley

radiation lab. Again was working in the area of microbial

genetics viral genetics. And then after had another

child and then my mother became ill in New York and spent

year going back and forth during her final illness and

had to quit my job and take care of those situations.

And then there was difficulty in getting more jobs.

There was all of sudden no more grant money and it was

very difficult so didnt work for number of years. Hugh

got another sabbatical leave and we went to the University

of Iowa for year and guess you would say was
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Housewife/mother/person for awhile. And then when came

back very interesting must tell the story. decided to

change directions from being research scientist to being

to working with people. decided would like to go in the

area of genetic counseling. This was new field at that

time. The technique called amniocentesis had just been

developed and perfected and it was possible to test

prenatally for certain genes that were deleterious genes.

There was new field and the University of California was

initiating new Department of Genetic Counseling. And

thought that with my genetics background and the fact that

had had children that would be an interesting switch of

careers. wanted to make career change. applied and

wasnt accepted. tried to find out why. Initially was

told that they were more interested in people who had been

counselors people who were trained in counseling

techniques to teach them some genetics so that they could

deal with the medical situations they were in. Rather than

take people who knew genetics and teach them counseling

techniques. So that was their orientation which thought

was stupid but nevertheless that was what they decided.

reapplied the second year and wrote an essay and

my essay was .. which was supposed to be personal essay

obviously used as my own personal experience first of

all that my uncle was Downs child and that the state in

Germany had decreed euthanasia program and that had

very strong feelings about genetic counseling that the
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state could not in any way interfere with persons

personal decision in terms of abortion or carrying child

through to term. That was very big point with me because

felt very strongly that whatever kind of genetic

counseling there should be it should be private

situation. And second part of my essay had to do with the

TaySachs situation which was using as model. It turned

out Im Tay-Sachs positive carrier. found that out

because was tested mainly because was interested in

getting my congregation which is Beth-El to have all the

people tested. felt then as geneticist should go

first to show people what it was like and to counsel them if

necessary about what it meant and found out was

carrier. So wrote in my essay that was carrier and

felt it was very important had faced personally writing

letters to my relatives saying that was carrier

therefore they should be tested and find out if they were.

You know Tay-Sachs is limited almost completely to the

Jewish community not completely but almost.

So said had personally experienced two genetic

diseases within my family both being linked to one the

Holocaust and one to Jewish disease and felt that

could with sensitivity deal with these kinds of situations.

And was not accepted and wrote challenge to my

application. wanted to challenge why was not accepted

wanted to find out from them what the challenge was. And

was told and should have kept this unfortunately
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tore it up was told that the reason wasnt accepted was

because was too involved with my own ethnic identity. Can

you imagine such statement It is so purely racist

cannot believe it. If black is involved with their roots

mean thats considered wonderful youre supposed to be

involved with your ethnic identity. If they had written

about sickle cell or some such disease alethemia but if

Jew does that then its not all right. It was very

outrageous. guess it was the most direct incident of

antiSemitism ever experienced as scientist. just

couldnt believe it. And didnt challenge it just felt

that if they didnt want me didnt want them. But

should have challenged it should have taken it to the

Bnai Brith or something. It was just horrendous.

YOU WORK NOW...

am working at Cetus Corporation its biotechnology

company in Emeryville and Im working in the cancer

clinical trials. Cetus makes has developed series of

immunotherapeutic drugs which are cancertherapeutic drugs

and work in the clinical biology department which has

recently be renamed the department of medical affairs and

work in the clinical biology department doing immunology.

MAY ASK YOU WERE AT THE VERY END TO QUICKLY TELL ME

THE MAIDEN NAME OF YOUR MOTHER AND TO TELL ME SAY DISTINCTLY

AND CLEARLY THE NAMES OF HER MOTHER AND THE TWO SIBLINGS WHO

HAVE DISAPPEARED.

Right. My mothers maiden name is Katzenstein and her
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name was Elizabeth called Betty. Her two sons were Paul

and Robert and the three of them died. My fathers sister

was of course my fathers family name was Kalter but she

married Wolfe or Wolf Regina no that was his mother

name anyway she had two daughters Hannah and Elsie but

they survived. But she did not and her husband did not.

Otto Wolfe.

COUPLE OF PLACE NAMES IF YOU CAN RECALL. DO YOU KNOW

THE NAME OF THE TOWN OF YOUR FATHERS BIRTH OR IF ITS TOO

SMALL THE CITY THAT IT NEAR IN WHAT IS NOW POLAND

think the name of my fathers town of birth was

Sheschou and Im probably mispronouncirig it but will

find it out and will phone you and give it to you.

AND DO YOU KNOW THE NAME OF THE TOWN IN HOLLAND WHERE

YOU FIRST AWAKENED AT THE AGE OF FOUR..

It was most probably Amsterdam and can find that out

too. If it wasnt Amsterdam it was Rotterdam but it was

probably Amsterdam.

DID YOU BRING YOU MENTIONED BIRTH CERTIFICATE

You know found out Im just so disappointed not to be

able to bring it but can mail it or meet you sometime an

give it to you but it turns out we have safety deposit

box and think all these items are in there and didnt

realize it this morning when was looking for it.

ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE DOCUMENT THAT YOU

MIGHT HAVE THAT WOULD MAKE ACTUALLY THEY WOULD NEED TO BE

PHOTOGRAPHED
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Well we would make xerox of them and mail it to you.

would like to submit to this project my cousin Maxs

letters right after the liberation of Holland theyre

beautifully written they have lot of detail and hes

sensitive writer and they would be very valuable.

AND HE WAS CONCEALED IN HOLLAND DURING THE WAR Yes

AND HE WROTE THE LETTERS

Afterwards to his parents his father after the war was

over when he was liberated he wrote describing his

experience. Hes still alive yes.

WHERE IS HE

Hes in well he lives in River Edge New Jersey.

AND HOW MANY LETTERS ARE THERE

Oh dont know how many there are. have or at

home that were the first that he wrote and theyre

particularly poignant because they describe his feelings of

being liberated.

AND WHICH LANGUAGE ARE THEY IN

Theyre in English. Hes linguist.

THEY SHOULD BE OF COURSE XEROXED

Oh absolutely Im sorry forgot to bring them. But

will send them to you.

THINK THE PROJECT WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THEM.

Yes well Ill ask him first of all if hes willing and

have his permission and will submit them to you.

THINK THATS ALL HAVE UNLESS YOU HAVE FINAL

STATEMENT THAT YOU WANT TO MAKE OR ANY PARTICULAR POINT THAT
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YOU WANT TO BRING UP PERHAPS JUST HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT ALL

THIS

Well think its very important project and Im

really pleased that you are doing such project. think

its terribly important to get witnesses think theres

still people who dont believe the Holocaust happened and

its terribly important to put these remembrances down so

laud you for this effort.

YOU MUST OR NOT PERHAPS TELL ME... HAVE YOU ANY

LINGERING PERSONAL PROBLEMS COME FROM EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

THAT RESULT FROM YOUR EXPERIENCES AS SURVIVOR AS CHILD

IN GERMANY WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU AND YOUR PARENTS

Well dont have any health problems. did have

cancer but thats totally independent. Emotional problems

its hard to sort out what is an emotional problem due to

any of these experiences or what is simply my German

heritage. think having German background leads to lot

of emotional problems. Im not fan of Germany. So have

lot of problems with authority Im easily intimidated by

authority figures lot of insecurities but dont know

if thats particularly related to the Holocaust it could

have just been my temperament and my self my identity so

the answer is really no Im lucky Im relatively unscarred.

DID YOUR PARENTS CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE BEFORE ALL

THIS GOOD GERMAN CITIZENS

Very much so. think they would have been very

offended if anyone had suggested otherwise. think my
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father was quintessential German he was more German than

the Germans he fought in the first World War and he was

law-abiding and think he was very assimilated German.

And think he was very surprised that the fact that he had

been loyal patriotic German didnt count for anything.

My mother Yeah guess she was just an ordinary German

just like we are Americans and we dont necessarily approve

of our governments policies necessarily we dont maybe

approve of what went on in Vietnam or Central America but

nevertheless think that most of my friends consider

themselves Americans. Maybe critical but still definitely

Americans. So think in that sense they felt themselves to

be Germans. At that time not any more.

DO YOU THINK YOUR POLITICAL VIEWS NOW WHICH

UNDERSTAND TO BE PRO-DISARMAMENT DO YOU FEEL YOUR POLITICAL

VIEWS NOW ARE SHAPED BY YOUR EXPERIENCES AS VERY SMALL

CHILD

Absolutely. Im not prodisarmament Im for nuclear

test ban treaty. Im not so naive to think we live in such

an ideal world that we can be disarmed. My choice of

profession which is genetics is because abhor racism. My

efforts in all kinds of social and political activities in

terms of the earth and the environment and general

understanding of the world definitely are shaped by my

believe in human rights thing thats the most important

right. think human rights are primary more than some of

the civil rights we have to work for that so definitely my
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personal experiences have shown me that we have to work for

these things fight for them everywhere.

ONE LAST QUESTION. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE

POSSIBILITY OF REUNIFIED GERMANY

In terms of military threat really dont see maybe

Im being naive but really dont see that theres

strong military threat. think Germany is very very

successful right now economically not like in the 30s when

it was very vulnerable because of the inflation and the post

World War problems. think there is united now within

couple of years there will be totally united Europe.

Im not political scientist and as said havent been

back in Germany for awhile. dont think that there is

military threat from Germany. think theres tremendous

amount of nationalism in Europe especially central Europe

maybe even Eastern Europe. If anything possibly the

unification of Germany might push the East Germans to face

up to the Holocaust more than they have been before. So

maybe that will be good outcome. think there will

always be anti-Semitism but dont think reunification is

going to affect it one way or another. Its hard to know.

Are you talking about military threat or anti-Semitism

THREAT TO THE GENERAL PEACE AND WELFARE AND THEN

THREAT PERHAPS SPECIFICALLY TO JEWS. ITS QUESTION...

think that the Germans are so much in the limelight

right now that they couldnt possibly afford very overt

anti-Semitic acts. What would like to see Germany do it
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was suggested by Amy Louzelas its not my idea Id like

to see at the major universities maybe department of

Holocaust studies. Fellowships for students to do theses

and research on that international conferences where this

would be investigated not only the Holocaust but as it

would apply to other genocidal situations like in Cambodia

or unfortunately many other places in the world. So to show

their good will and their sincerity would like to see

some positive actions not just lack of anti-Semitism or

lack of aggression but actual institution of ...maybe they

should have leadership role right now and use their

experience to teach the world something. hope itll come

to pass.

YOU SAID YOU RECOVERED FEW PERSONAL ITEMS IN MUNICH

FROM MUSEUM. DID YOUR PARENTS OR HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED

ANY KIND OF REPARATIONS FOR THE LOSS WHATEVER IT WAS YOU

LOST IN MUNICH

Im trying to remember think they filed for some

reparations. think my mother got very small stipend

because she had been an employee and her job was terminated

and as such she got small stipend. It was ininiscule it

wasnt enough to bother with but symbolically it meant

something. was too young to get any reparations myself

my education wasnt interrupted. think those children

whose education was interrupted were given reparations but

was not.

ANYTHING ELSE AT ALL
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No think we covered it.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

Thank you very much.a pleasure.


